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ABSTRACT | In his CEUR guest lecture Dr. Mohammad Hassan Khani, Senior Global Challenges Fellow at the Institute
for Advanced Study at the Central European University, will argue that the nuclear agreement between Iran and the
5+1 group is a milestone and a remarkable accomplishment for diplomacy at a time when confrontation, conflict and
war reign the international arena in general and the Middle East in particular. The deal has been described as a winwin scenario in which both sides have had relative gains. As far as the Iranian side is concerned, Khani will outline that
the agreement can open a new era in Iranian foreign policy. It can be the beginning of the process of normalization of
Iran’s relations with outside world including the European Union (EU). Khani will argue that different and better relations
between Iran and the EU are feasible and within reach and that the nuclear agreement and positive role played by the
EU’s High Representatives Javier Solana, Catherine Ashton and Federica Mogherini has paved the way for an opening
in the relations between two sides. If understood and sized properly by both sides, the agreement can mark a turning
point in Iranian-EU relations after the 1979 Islamic Revolution turning almost four decades of frozen and antagonistic
relations to a functional partnership in political, economic and even security areas.
MOHAMMAD HASSAN KHANI | is Senior Global Challenges Fellow at the Institute for Advanced Study at the
Central European University. He is a graduate of Peace Studies Department from Bradford University in UK, and a faculty
member at Imam Sadiq University in Tehran. He is a founding member of Iranian Political Science Association and also
Iranian International Relations Association. His research interests includes: Theories of International Relations, Iranian
Politics & Foreign Policy, Regional Integration and Regionalism, Middle East, and Central Asia. He is the author of
numerous books, chapters in books, and academic papers in Persian and English. His views and analyses in regional
and international affairs have been reflected in form of articles in, and interviews with: Washington Post, Los Angeles
Times, Reuters, NPR, ABC News, CNN, BBC World, Russia Today, China Central TV, Press TV, Japan Times, Al-Ahram,
As-Safir, Hurriyat, and different Iranian Academic Journals, Weekly Magazines & Daily Newspapers.

